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Section A – Introduction

mobileshelving.co.uk are constantly and continually reviewing market products, production and 
installation methods ensuring that we embrace the latest technology, design and good working 
practices.

The new Kinetic mobile system introduces some new and unique features that set us apart from 
our competitors. As with our previous system, Kinetic offers space saving over traditional static 
installations. This modular system can change shape or size and, as it’s freestanding, the ease of 
re location with the minimum of disruption is a real benefit.

Kinetic has been rigorously and independently tested in long term conditions providing a unique 
record of results that form the basis of our technical predictions.

A new and comprehensive range of Kinetic end panels provide enhanced aesthetics, whilst
H&S is improved with the introduction of such features as a unique hand wheel that illuminates 
on movement and a lower gear ratio. The new tracking system ensures more speedy installation 
and trouble free track extensions or installation add-ons and the new chain adjustment system 
reduces drag and maintenance as well as providing the same drive characteristics in either 
direction.

Our Kinetic Mobile Product Manager will be on hand to advise, ensure smooth running and 
provide technical back up as and when required.

The competitively priced combination of the Kinetic Mobile System and the new Ikon Shelving 
Range will provide aesthetically pleasing, superior quality and flexible solutions to your 
storage needs.

Operating temperature range

The Kinetic mobile shelving system can operate within the temperature range -10°C to +40°C.
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Track and Floor

Track

The track is a two part construction with a high tensile inner track that supports 
the wheels and an outer channel that supports the floor panels.

Each jacking point has a jacking support plate that the grub screws sit on.

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

High tensile steel

Natural

M8 Grub screws. 16 off on 2000mm and 12 off on 1500mm. 

Module Actual
length length

1500 1500mm
2000 2000mm
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Track and Floor

Track joiner

The track joiner is a channel section that fits into each end of the track. The grub 
screws locate into the dimples inside the inner track on the bottom surface. Locking 
the two track sections together preventing them from spreading.

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

2.50mm Zintec

Zintec

2 off M5 grub screws
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Track and Floor

Floor Panel

18mm floor boards 

The boards have a groove along the underside of the 600mm edge that locates it into
the track channel and a groove in the centre of each width edge that receives a MDF
tongue to join one board to another.

The boards are supported on hardboard packers as required.

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

18mm floor boards 

Grey Speckled 

Grooved

Module Width Length Thickness

750 720mm 600mm 18mm
900 870mm 600mm 18mm
1000 970mm 600mm 18mm
1200 1170mm 600mm 18mm
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Track and Floor

Floor angle trim

This is a 34 x 20 x 1.50mm inverted angle that fixes to the flat of the track and covers
the exposed edges of the boards.

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

CR4

Painted

2 off small tec screws 

Module Actual
length length

750 754mm
900 904mm
1000 1004mm 
1200 1204mm
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Track and Floor

Ramp

The 1.50mm extruded aluminium ramp sits on the ‘ramp fixing brackets’ and protrudes
175mm from the centre line of the track. The sections are doweled together and can be
fixed to the floor to take up any undulations in the existing floor surface.

The Ramp ends can be closed off by Ramp End Fillets.

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

Module length:

Alloy 6063 Temper T6

Anodised

Ramp fixing brackets

Supplied to suit



Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Ramp fixing

Ramp fixing bracket

Ramp fixing brackets supplied to fix the ramp to the track.

They are fitted as below with the self adhesive tape fixed to the bottom of
the bracket, this fixes it to the floor.

The ramp is then inserted by lifting it up slightly and then placing it down,
this then engages the above between the dowel pin fixing hole and the top
part of the bracket.

There are 3 brackets supplied with the 1.5m long track and 4 brackets with
the 2m long track.

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

CR4

Self coloured

Self adhesive tape 
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Track and Floor

Track Stop

The stop angle can be located anywhere along the inside of the track and is locked into
position with a track joiner. An anti tip/stop bracket is fixed towards the end of the
carriages and strikes the stop angle to bring the unit to rest. There are no exposed
fixings. The direction of travel that the anti tip/stop bracket encounters the track stop 
is important, see installation manual.

Anti tip/stop

Track

Track stop
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Base Unit

Front Carriage Sub Assembly

The carriage channel runs the full depth of the mobile unit and is the structural member
that supports the side walls. A bolted none drive wheel assembly and a front drive wheel
assembly transfers the load to the tracks. The front carriage assembly has a drive wheel
shafts that protrudes one side of the carriage and connects to an incoming drive shaft.

The front carriage also houses the chain and sprocket arrangement that transfers the
drive from the drive assembly to the drive shaft. It has the facility to fix the drive
assembly to the carriage and to adjust the internal chain.

There is provision on the carriage channel to take fixings such as Fozas, anti-tip brackets,
base braces and an extra central wheel on long units.

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

Various

Zintec Carriage channel and self colour machined components

None

Module Nom Actual Width: Channel Assembly
Depth Depth Height Height

250S 265mm 261mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
250D 530mm 526mm 44mm 65mm 81mm 
300S 315mm 311mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
300D 630mm 626mm 44mm 65mm 81mm 
350S 365mm 361mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
350D 730mm 726mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
400S 415mm 411mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
400D 830mm 826mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
450S 465mm 461mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
450D 930mm 926mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
600S 615mm 611mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
600D 1230mm 1226mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Base Unit

Middle Mobile Carriage sub assembly

The carriage channel runs the full depth of the mobile unit and is the structural member
that supports the side walls. A bolted drive wheel assembly and a bolted non-drive
wheel assembly transfers the load to the track. The middle carriage assembly has drive
wheel shafts that protrude either side of the carriage and connects to an incoming and
outgoing drive shaft.

There is provision on the carriage channel to take fixings such as Fozas, anti-tip brackets,
base braces and an extra central wheel on long units.

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

Various

Zintec Carriage channel and self colour machined components

None

Module Nom Actual Width: Channel Assembly
Depth Depth Height Height

250S 265mm 261mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
250D 530mm 526mm 44mm 65mm 81mm 
300S 315mm 311mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
300D 630mm 626mm 44mm 65mm 81mm 
350S 365mm 361mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
350D 730mm 726mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
400S 415mm 411mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
400D 830mm 826mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
450S 465mm 461mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
450D 930mm 926mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
600S 615mm 611mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
600D 1230mm 1226mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Base Unit

Rear Mobile Carriage sub assembly

The carriage channel runs the full depth of the mobile unit and is the structural member
that supports the side walls. A bolted drive wheel assembly and a bolted non-drive
wheel assembly transfers the load to the track. The rear carriage assembly has a drive
wheel shaft that protrudes from only one side of the carriage and connects to an
incoming drive shaft

There is provision on the carriage channel to take fixings such as facing channels, drive
shafts, rear cover channels, Fozas, anti-tip brackets, base braces and an extra central
wheel on long units.

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

Various

Zintec Carriage channel and self colour machined components

None

Module Nom Actual Width: Channel Assembly
Depth Depth Height Height

250S 265mm 261mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
250D 530mm 526mm 44mm 65mm 81mm 
300S 315mm 311mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
300D 630mm 626mm 44mm 65mm 81mm 
350S 365mm 361mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
350D 730mm 726mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
400S 415mm 411mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
400D 830mm 826mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
450S 465mm 461mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
450D 930mm 926mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
600S 615mm 611mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
600D 1230mm 1226mm 44mm 65mm 81mm
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Base Unit

Facing Channel

The facing Channel is actually an inverted angle 65 x 30 x 2mm that spaces and connects
the carriages. It is not a structural member.

Fillet pieces are use to infill the areas where there are no adjoining facing channel.

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

2.00 Cr4

Painted

4 off M5 x 12 flange head self tappers and washers

For fixing the Facing channels, Fillet pieces (see above) and the Carriage cover.

Module Actual
length length

750 789mm
900 939mm
1000 1039mm
1200 1239mm
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Base Unit

Drive shaft

The drive shaft is a tube 20mm OD and 15mm ID that connect each wheel shaft and
creates the drive from one end of the base unit to the other. 

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

MS

Painted

2 off M6 x 35 high tensile bolts

2 off M6 nyloc nuts

4 off M6 washers

Module Actual
length length

750 665mm
900 815mm
1000 915mm
1200 1115mm
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Static Unit to track

Static Carriage and track fixing bracket

The holes in the top of the carriage are used to fix down the static carriage. There is a
base bracket welded to the underside of the carriage at both ends. Two inverted track
fixing brackets with threaded inserts are inserted into the track and aligned with the
static carriage brackets. The bolts and washers are used to connect the carriage to the
inverted brackets, clamping the unit to the track in the desired position.  

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

Steel

Self colour machined components

Bolt, washer and threaded insert

NOTE:
Position of washer

Existing floor level

Base of Shelving
120mm from
existing floor level

12
0m
m
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Assembly:

Component:

Description:

Base Unit

Foza

The Foza is a Z-Shaped bracket that secures the shelving uprights to the carriages. There
are two per upright. The base shelf flange may need to be manipulated slightly to clear
the Fozas. 

Material:

Finish:

Fixings:

3.00mm MS

Zintec

Tec Screws
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NOTES:
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NOTES:
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NOTES:



A trading name of MS Storage Equipment Limited
Global House | Adlington Business Park | Adlington | Cheshire | SK10 4NL

CALL US ON:
01625 874 220




